
Stand Up Paddleboarding
Over the past few years British Canoeing has considered its offering of Stand Up Paddleboard qualifications
and awards.  The following suite of programmes have been designed to provide options for the Stand Up
Paddleboard community.
 
Whether someone is looking for personal recognition, or wants to gain a regulated qualification which
enables them to instruct, lead or coach, British Canoeing’s Educational Philosophy is about providing choice.
We do not see ourselves in competition with other organisations but would like to enable individuals that
paddle SUPs the opportunity to access high quality programmes.

Personal Performance Awards
These awards allow individuals to gain valuable personal skills training and recognition in
specific environments.
 
SUP Sheltered Water Award
This Award will give you the ability to organise and carry out an enjoyable and safe trip on the
water up to 200 metres from shore, up to force 3 in winds. Providing confidence in considering
how far you can safely travel from the shore, whilst identifying safe exit points, expanding your
knowledge of rescue techniques and looking at the external and environmental factors which
may affect our journey. You will create proficient skills to anticipate and adapt to problems you
may encounter to enable us to have a safe and enjoyable day out stand up paddleboarding.
 
SUP White Water Award
The White Water Award will give you the ability to apply your choices to a successful day on
rivers of up to grade 2 and support you in the understanding and use of the fundamentals in
SUP white water paddling. You will be confident when looking at the factors which affect our
decisions on where and when to go out and create a proficient use of skills and equipment to
be in control throughout your day on the river. Expanding your knowledge of dealing with
mishaps; our own or those of others, so you are a competent member of the team.
 
SUP Surf Award
This Award will give you the ability to apply your choices to an enjoyable day in surf. As an SUP
Surfer, you will effectively launch and manage your SUP, negotiating surf, up to chest height,
standing, catching, riding and exiting a wave. You will look at the factors which affect our
decisions on where and when to go out and develop a deeper understanding of our
surroundings; the external and environmental factors which affect our location. Your
experience will ensure a proficient use of skills and equipment to be in control throughout your
day and expanding your knowledge on dealing with mishaps.



This one day module introduces and explains the basic techniques and
develops an understanding of SUP. The course is a mix of theory and
practical activity, ensuring you have plenty of time to try things out on an
SUP. You will explore the various disciplines within SUP paddling and the
specific techniques that apply to each, as well as the different types of Board
available, their characteristics and the different techniques used on them.

New for August 2019, British Canoeing is both excited and delighted
to be able to offer four pathways for anyone wanting to coach SUP
progressive sessions. The qualifications have undergone the same
stringent educational development phases in which British
Canoeing pride themselves; these are recognised worldwide.
 
Stand Up Paddleboard Sheltered Water Coach: An ideal award
for anyone wanting a formal and regulated qualification coaching
SUP in a sheltered water environment, introducing fundamental
skills up to 200 metres from the bank and up to force 3 winds.
 
Stand Up Paddleboard Open Water Coach: For anyone operating
further afield and wanting to coach the relevant skills that the
environment presents, then the Stand Up Paddleboard Open
Water Coach could be the right choice.  Operating up to 500
metres from the shore with winds up to force 4. 
 
Stand Up Paddleboard White Water Coach: The white water
environment presents exciting challenges, for coaches working on
SUP in this environment, developing skills, confidence and raising
safety awareness.  The qualification enables the coach to operate
on grade 2(3).
 
Stand Up Paddleboard Race Coach: This is an ideal qualification
for anyone wanting a formal award that specifically concentrates
on developing race skills on an SUP in open water environments. 
Both technical, tactical, physiological and psychological aspects
are all part of this programme.

 
This qualification is appropriate for anyone wanting to lead a range of craft
from their SUP on journeys within a sheltered water environment, up to 200m
from the shore with winds up to and including force 3.
 

Paddlesport Leader

Paddlesport Instructor

The SUP Instructor provides fun and engaging first time experiences. This
qualification enables an individual to run introduction/taster sessions for a
variety of stable craft.

SUP Discipline Specific Module

SUP Coach Awards


